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Abstract. Octaethylporphyrinato-cobalt(II), Co(II)OEP, was studied by electron paramagnetic resonance
(EPR) and electron-nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) in frozen solutions of methanol, tetrahydro-
furan and pyridine diluted into chloroform. Oxygenation led to the respective paramagnetic superoxo
complexes Co(III)OEPpy$$O2

#�. The EPR spectra demonstrate strong differences in the axial ligation
states ((base-on)/(base-off)) and ease of the oxygenation process. Additional ENDOR studies with
partial orientation selection along the principal g tensor axes are performed for resolution of the 1H,
14/15N and 59Co hyperfine (hf) coupling constants. This allows a comparison of the electron spin den-
sity distribution of the superoxo complex and its precursor. The data are interpreted in the frame-
work of a more rigorous and detailed theoretical configuration interaction model than previously pre-
sented in the literature. The theoretical treatment shows that the structure of the superoxo complex
is best described in a three-orbital model with contributions from the cobalt 3d, 4s, and oxygen p
orbitals. The analysis reproduces the experimental g and Co hf data yielding the relative energies of
the MO�s and the MO coefficients for the description of the spin density distribution in the Co(II)
complex and its superoxo complex. To demonstrate the generality of the approach and possible applica-
tions, a comparison is made with the vitamin B12r system. Furthermore, it provides detailed insight
into the electronic and geometric changes resulting from axial ligation and oxygenation of the
Co(II)OEP complex; this information can be used for predictions of the catalytic activity.

1 Introduction

Studies of square-planar cobalt(II) complexes have been extensively reported in
the literature [1�11] both for their interesting prospects in metal catalysis and as
model systems for biologically active species, e.g., vitamin B12 [12�16]. Probab-
ly the most outstanding property of many cobalt(II) complexes is their ability to
form adducts with molecular oxygen [17, 18], which has many implications in
chemistry and biology, including catalytic oxidation processes [19�25] and the
uptake, transport, storage, and activation of oxygen by heme proteins [26�28].
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Systematic approaches to dioxygen activation by metals require insight into

the electronic nature of the complexes. Both the cobalt(II) complexes and their
dioxygen adducts are particularly well-suited for an investigation of the electronic
structure, since they possess at least one unpaired electron, making them ideal
for electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) measurements. Several theoretical
models have been published to explain the observed magnetic resonance para-
meters [29�31].

In most cases, continuous wave (cw) EPR spectroscopy only yields informa-
tion about the anisotropic g and 59Co hyperfine coupling (hfc) tensors. Superhy-
perfine (shf) structure from the ligand nuclei can rarely be resolved, since they
are usually obscured by the large linewidths met in the powder-type EPR spec-
tra of paramagnetic metal complexes. An exception are 17O hfc�s in appropri-
ately labeled dioxygen complexes [26, 32, 33]. In most of the other cases, cw
and pulsed electron-nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) spectroscopy are the
methods of choice to additionally resolve the interaction of the paramagnetic
metal ion with its surrounding magnetic nuclei having nuclear spins I 8 1/2. From
the value of these hf interactions one may obtain the electron spin distribution,
the distance between the metal and the nuclei and the electric field gradient at
the nuclei (for I 8 1), i.e., the intimate electronic details of the metal and its
environment.

The successful observation of ENDOR requires saturation of the EPR and
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) transitions. In most transition metal com-
plexes, also for cobalt(II), spin relaxation rates are very large and EPR satura-
tion becomes a problem at elevated temperatures [34, 35]. Consequently, all our
spectra were taken at very low temperatures (^10 K) where the relaxation rates
are sufficiently slow to allow a saturation of electron and nuclear spin transi-
tions.

Experiments performed on diamagnetically diluted single crystals yield most
information. Many complexes, however, cannot be studied in single crystals
because suitable host compounds are hard to find or crystals cannot be grown.
Polycrystalline powders or frozen solutions can be prepared much more easily.
Single-crystal type ENDOR spectra [36, 37] can be obtained by setting the ex-
ternal magnetic field B0 at turning points in the EPR spectrum, which correspond
to specific canonical orientations of the g or hf tensors with respect to B0. In
the Co(II) complexes studied here, the g anisotropy dominates the spectra and
one obtains hf tensor components for the various hf-coupled nuclei along the
principal axes of the g tensor. From this information one can, in principle, ob-
tain the location of the nuclei around the spin-carrying metal center (distance `
0.2 nm) [34, 38] by use of the point-dipole approximation as demonstrated earlier
for axially ligated Cu(II) and Co(II) complexes [39�43]. More recently cw and
pulsed multifrequency EPR and ENDOR studies of Co(II) tetraphenylporphyrin
complexes (CoTPP) with imidazol and pyridine as axial ligands as well as their
superoxo complexes have been published [8�11]. In this paper we use multinuclear
(cw) ENDOR performed on Co(II) octaethylporphyrin (CoOEP) with various
ligands as a model (Fig. 1). Particular emphasis is placed on the investigation
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of the different solvent-dependent ligation forms, and on the superoxo complex
for which even the 59Co ENDOR resonances could be detected. In addition to
the application of established principles [31, 40, 44], the final strength of the
procedure used to analyze the electronic structure, especially of the superoxo
complex, rests on a more detailed configuration interaction (CI) assessment than
previously presented in the literature [29�31].

2 Experimental

2.1 Materials

Octaethylporphyrinato-cobalt(II) (CoOEP) was prepared by reaction of the por-
phyrin-free base H2OEP and cobalt(II) acetate (Merck, Darmstadt) [45, 46]. The
visible absorption spectrum of the CoOEP was identical to that reported in [47];
EPR/ENDOR samples were prepared in quartz tubes (Wilmad glass o.d. 4 mm)
under argon and sealed. Typically, a 10#3 M solution of CoOEP was prepared
in the required solvent system: tetrahydrofuran (THF) plus toluene (1:1), CHCl3

plus methanol (10:1), or CHCl3 plus pyridine (10:1). All solvents were freshly
distilled prior to use and purged with argon for at least 15 min. Isotopically la-
beled solvents were used as purchased: 15N-pyridine (99.3 atom% 15N, MSD-
Isotopes, München), pyridine-d5 (99 atom% 2H, Janssen, Brüggen), and CDCl3

(99.8 atom% D, Janssen, Brüggen). The oxygenation of the samples was per-
formed for approximately 1 min. The yield of the oxygenated state was moni-
tored by EPR spectroscopy.

2.2 Instrumentation

X-band EPR spectra were recorded on a Bruker ER 200D spectrometer equipped
with a Bruker TE102 cavity and a variable temperature control unit, 120�400 K

Fig. 1. a Molecular structure of the CoOEP. b Sketch of the dioxygen adduct of a square planar
cobalt porphyrin with pyridine as axial ligand.
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(Bruker 4111 VT). A 100 kHz field modulation with typically 4 G maximum
peak-to-peak modulation depth was employed. The microwave frequency was
monitored by a frequency counter (Hewlett-Packard, hp 5340). The magnetic field
was measured by an NMR gaussmeter (Bruker BNM 12). The calibration of the
magnetic field was checked with a phenalenyl standard sample (g " 2.00262)
[48]. All EPR spectra presented here were measured at T " 140)5 K.

For the low-temperature ENDOR measurements, a Bruker ENB 200 ENDOR
cavity (with 12.5 kHz field modulation for the EPR detection), equipped with
an Oxford ESR 9 cryostat (Tmin " 4 K) was used. The radio-frequency (rf) chan-
nel comprised an rf synthesizer (Hewlett-Packard hp 8660 C), a digital attenua-
tor to provide constant rf power at the sample over the frequency range scanned
[49], and an rf amplifier (ENI A300). The latter was loaded by an 18-turn rf
coil in series with a power meter and a 50 W load. At the maximum rf output
(300 W), an rf field of 1.25 mT in the rotating frame could be realized at the
sample at 14 MHz (proton Larmor frequency) [50]. 10 kHz frequency modula-
tion (fm) of the rf source allowed ENDOR signals to be recorded as first de-
rivatives of the partially saturated absorption signal. Acquisition of spectral data
was performed by a Hewlett-Packard hp 1000 computer, which simultaneously
controlled digital attenuation of the rf power. A more detailed description of the
instrument can be found elsewhere [51].

All ENDOR spectra were taken at the lowest possible temperature which was
slightly dependent on the rf power applied (see figure captions). Another problem
was temperature gradients along the samples (30 mm) and sample tubes (170 mm)
used to obtain optimum filling factors of the cavity. This was solved by modi-
fying the upper part of the Oxford cryostat, allowing the helium gas to flow along
the full length of the sample as it was exhausted.

Optimization of an ENDOR signal proceeded by first varying the microwave
power for EPR saturation and subsequently optimizing the rf power and fm modu-
lation depth. The respective optimum values are given in the figure captions.

2.3 Data Analysis

EPR spectra were simulated with a computer program on the basis of a spin
Hamiltonian, containing the electronic Zeeman and metal hf interaction [52, 53]:

H  = beB0gS + SA I . (1)

In this equation S and I are the electron and nuclear spin operators, be is the
Bohr magneton, B0 is the magnetic field, and g and A are the electronic g and
electron-nuclear hf tensors, respectively. In the program, provision was made for
noncollinear principal axes of the g tensor and the Co hf tensor [51] and an
orientationally-dependent linewidth variation as described earlier [52].

ENDOR frequencies are best interpreted by a nucleus-specific spin Hamilto-
nian containing the hf, the quadrupole, and the nuclear Zeeman interactions [8,
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9, 34, 39�43]. First-order expressions for the ENDOR transition frequencies will
approximately hold along g tensor principal directions, if the principal axes of
the hf and quadrupole tensors are collinear and, at other orientations, if the hf
or Zeeman interaction dominates the nuclear spin Hamiltonian.

For a situation where the magnetic field is aligned along one of the princi-
pal axes of the g tensor (for example, gz), which also happens to coincide with
principal axes of the hf (Az) and quadrupole (Qz) tensors, the ENDOR transition
frequencies are given by:

I = 
2

1
: n ENDOR = 

2n
zA

±n , (2)

I = 1:     n ENDOR = 
2

3

2n
zz QA

±±n , (3)

where n n is the appropriate nuclear Larmor frequency. The Az term contains iso-
tropic and anisotropic contributions. The frequency center of the ENDOR spec-
trum depends on the relative magnitudes of the Larmor, hf and quadrupole terms.
Details of higher-order expressions are given in the literature [34, 35].

For protons in transition metal complexes the anisotropic hf interaction is of
considerable importance. Provided the electron spin density is distantly localized
(`0.2 nm) with respect to the proton (for example, at the metal ion), the aniso-
tropic components are given by

Aaniso(z) = gnbnbe ÷
ø
ö

ç
è
æ D

+
3e r

g
g zr (3 cos2J - 1) , (4)

where gn and ge are the nuclear and free electronic g values, bn and be are the
nuclear and Bohr magnetons, r is the distantly localized spin density, and D gz

is the deviation of the gz value from the free electron value. The important spa-
tial parameters are r, the vector locating the proton with respect to the localized
electron-spin density and J, the angle between r and the z-axis (B0-axis).

3 Results

3.1 EPR Results

The EPR spectra of Co(II)OEP are significantly different from one another de-
pending on the matrix/solvent used (Table 1). These differences arise mainly as
a result of additional axial ligation to the Co(II) ion. Inspection of the values in
Table 1 shows that two extreme cases are represented by the Co(II)OEP com-
plex in Ni(II)OEP [54, 55] and Co(II)OEP in frozen pyridine plus CHCl3 solu-
tion. In the former, axial coordination, if any, is weak enough to be neglected,
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and the situation approaches a pure fourfold coordination for which a particu-
larly large g anisotropy and concomitantly large 59Co hf components are observed.
At the other extreme, pyridine as ligand leads to a much smaller g anisotropy
and 59Co hf tensor values. Consequently, the EPR spectrum now comprises an
unresolved broad feature in the g^ region at low field and a still well-resolved
eight-line hf pattern in the g� region (see Fig. 2). The g and 59Co hf tensor com-
ponents can easily be obtained from a simulation of the spectra (not shown).
Coordination of only one pyridine molecule to the Co(II) ion is evident from
the three-line 14N (I14N " 1) shf pattern centered at each of the A� (59Co) com-
ponents. Consequently, the use of 15N pyridine (I15N " 1/2) leads to an shf split-
ting, resulting in two components with equal intensity. Satisfying simulations of
both EPR spectra (including the nitrogen) can be achieved (not shown) [51, 56].
Similar results on Co(II) porphyrin complexes have also been reported recently
by other authors [8]. A comparison of the EPR data for the methanol plus CHCl3

and the pyridine plus CHCl3 samples leads to the conclusion that in the former
also one methanol molecule is axially coordinated (Table 1).

An interesting EPR spectrum is observed in frozen THF solutions. Two pro-
nounced species are detected (Fig. 3a) each of which shows well-resolved eight-
line cobalt hf patterns for both principal g� and g^ regions. The simulated spec-
tra of the two component species are shown in Fig. 3b and c, respectively. A
comparison with Co(II)OEP data in other matrices (see Table 1) shows that the
two species in THF may be classified as follows.

The species whose characteristics are similar to those of the complex diluted
in a diamagnetic Ni(II)OEP host [54, 55] is regarded as the �base-off� state;
whereas, the species whose spectrum is similar to that in methanol is regarded

Table 1. Principal values of the g and 59Co hf tensors of Co(II)OEP in various matrices.a

Matrices g^ g� A^ A� References

Ni(II)OEP 3.391 1.599 1361 585 54

Ni(II)OEP 3.390 1.550 1390 61 55

THFb 3.352 1.77d 1188 605d this work

THFc 2.520 2.012 285 317 this work

CH3OH/CHCl3 2.479 2.024 219 300 this work

Pyridinee/CHCl3 2.326 2.025 725 231 this work

Pyridine/CHCl3 2.322 2.026 � 234 8

a All data from computer simulations of the respective EPR spectra (X-band) in solid matrices at T "
140 K, all spectra interpreted on the basis of axial symmetry of the g and hf tensors, A� and
A^ of 59Co given in MHz, errors g()0.002), A()3 MHz).

b �Base-off� state (see text and Fig. 3).
c �Base-on� state (see text and Fig. 3).
d These values have a larger error because of the superposition of both states, g()0.01), A()10 MHz).
e The nitrogen hfc from the axially coordinated pyridine is A�(14N) " 44)4 MHz, A�(15N) " 60)4 MHz,

in [8] A�(14N) " 1.72 mT is quoted.
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Fig. 2. EPR spectra (X-band) of Co(II)OEP with a 14N pyridine and b 15N pyridine as axial ligands,
respectively, in chloroform at T " 140 K (frozen solution), concentration 10#3 M, field modulation
(100 kHz) amplitude 0.4 mT (peak-to-peak), microwave (mw) power 20 mW, recording time 200 s.
The cobalt hf structure, I(59Co) " 7/2, is resolved for g�. The shf splitting in this region arises from
the coupling of the unpaired electron at the Co(II) with one nitrogen atom, a I(14N) " 1 and b
I(15N) " 1/2. The g and Co hf data are given in Table 1. The Roman numbers I, II, III and IV in-

dicate selected field positions for which ENDOR spectra were obtained (see Figs. 5 and 6).
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as the �base-on� state (Table 1). The �base-off� state shows varying distances
of the Co hf lines due to large second-order effects as deduced from the simu-
lation shown below. The addition of toluene � or use of a toluene/THF (1:1)
mixture � leads to the disappearance of the �base-off� state, leaving predomi-
nantly the �base-on� state. The unpolar toluene cage obviously forces the more
polar THF molecules to bind to the charged metal ion.

The axially ligated Co(II) complexes can easily be oxygenated with the pro-
cedure outlined in the Sect. 2. With THF, the oxygen is only loosely bound. The
fivefold coordinated species takes up oxygen preferentially [31], which is dem-
onstrated by its reduced intensity in the resulting EPR spectrum leaving three
overlapping species: the �base-on�, the �base-off�, and the superoxo form. A more
detailed analysis is difficult as a result of the two competing equilibria between
the four- and fivefold coordinated species on the one hand, and the fivefold
coordinated species and the oxygenated one on the other. The complex can be
deoxygenated quite easily by flushing the sample with argon for several min-
utes. With methanol, a complete uptake of oxygen occurs, but the hf compo-
nents in the EPR spectrum of the superoxo complex are poorly resolved. In the
presence of pyridine, however, a well-resolved EPR spectrum of the fully oxy-
genated complex is observed (Fig. 4). This spectrum is characterized by an or-
der of magnitude reduction of the g anisotropy and the 59Co hf splitting com-
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pared with those of its deoxy precursor (compare Figs. 2 and 4). Such effects
are typical for Co(III)-superoxo complexes in which the unpaired electron (upe)
mainly resides in the dioxygen ligand [31, 57].

In Fig. 4, the EPR spectrum of Co(III)OEP$py$O2
#� in CHCl3 is shown to-

gether with the simulated spectrum and the axes system chosen. The EPR spec-
trum exhibits a rhombic g tensor, indicating a reduction in symmetry. No nitro-
gen hf couplings can be resolved even when using 15N pyridine. For the simu-
lation of the powder spectrum, it was anticipated that the principal axes of the
g tensor are not collinear with the principal axes of the 59Co hf tensor [31].
Analysis, therefore, proceeded by considering one common collinear axis and a
rotation of the g axes system by angle a with respect to the 59Co hf axes sys-
tem about this axis (Fig. 4c). The choice of a is not unambiguous. A simula-
tion with a " 0 gave values of 55, 31 and 26 MHz for Ax ("AgyS

), Ay ("AgzS
)

and Az ("AgxS
), respectively. The range of values measured by 59Co ENDOR (see

Fig. 3. a EPR spectrum (X-band) of Co(II)OEP in THF at T " 140 K, for experimental conditions
see Fig. 2 (recording time 1000 s). The simulations for b the �base-on� and c the �base-off � states
are shown. The line positions are in very good agreement but the linewidths are less well repro-
duced by the simulation. Both states are superimposed in the experimental spectrum (a). Note that
the large hf interactions lead to strong second-order effects resulting in unequal hf line spacings at

each g direction. The g and Co hf data are given in Table 1.
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below) showed, however, that a cannot be zero. The best value is a " 23° for
which 59, 26, and 22 MHz are obtained [31] for the principal value of the 59Co
hf tensor Ax , Ay and Az , respectively (cf. Sect. 3.3). The simulation shown in
Fig. 4b was obtained for a " 23°. The g and 59Co hf-tensor values of the
Co(III)OEP$py$O2

#� complex and its deoxy precursor have been obtained from
the spectra (see Table 4). These values are in good agreement with those found
by van Doorslaer and Schweiger [10] and also Bowen et al. [11] for oxygenated
CoTPP complex, who also pointed out temperature-dependent changes of the g
anisotropy due to oxygen rotation at liquid nitrogen temperature (100�200 K).

Fig. 4. a EPR spectrum (X-band) of Co(III)OEP$py$O2
#� in chloroform at T " 140 K, concentration

10#3 M, field modulation amplitude 0.125 mT (peak-to-peak), mw power 20 mW, recording time
200 s. The Roman numbers I, II and III indicate the field positions for which ENDOR spectra are
shown (see Figs. 7�10). b Computer simulation [51] with the g and Co hf tensor components given
in Table 4 and an angle a " 22° (see c); c shows the axes system used for the description of this
complex and specifies the angle a. In contrast to the nonoxygenated species, the axes for the g and

Co hf tensors are not collinear, they are given by iS and i (i " x, y, z), respectively.
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3.2 ENDOR Results of Co(II)OEP

A particularly important consideration for the ENDOR experiments is the strate-
gy by which specific molecular orientations are selected via the EPR powder
pattern. For a given resonance field, Bres , within this powder spectrum it is al-
ready clear from the first-order expression

Bres = 
),(

),(

e jdb
jdn

g

Amh I-
, (5)

that solutions of d and j (specific orientations) are mI-dependent, theoretically
one obtains (2I ! 1) solutions. In the Co(II) and Co(III)$O2

#� species studied here
(I59Co " 7/2), orientations become very specific at the extreme limits of the spec-
tra (see Fig. 2); i.e., for the high-field extreme (g�, mI " #7/2) one would, in
principle, obtain single-crystal type ENDOR spectra. On other mI components of
g� one retains predominantly the extreme orientations but could have contami-
nations from other orientations. For the low-field extreme (g^) a two-dimensional
ENDOR powder pattern is observed since gx and gy are not clearly separated in
X-band.

3.2.1 1H ENDOR

The proton ENDOR spectra of the Co(II)OEP in deuterated pyridine-d5 plus
chloroform-d1 (1:10) enable a clean assignment of proton couplings stemming
from the porphyrin ligand and separation from solvent and axial ligand effects,
since the deuteration also leads to a sharpening of the central portion of the spec-
trum, which is indicative for the loss of proton resonances from the surrounding
matrix. With B0�z (mI (

59Co) " 1/2; EPR position I), the intense signals around
the proton Larmor frequency yield splittings of 0.98 and 0.36 MHz (Fig. 5c);
they must be due to the sets of 4 methine (meso) and 16 ethyl (CH2) protons.
The CH3 proton hfc�s of the ethyl groups are probably too small for detection.
For EPR field settings on the strong perpendicular signal at g^ (position II, Fig. 2)
only one very strong signal together with a shoulder is obtained, yielding split-
tings of 0.87 and 0.38 MHz (Fig. 5d). The small proton hf couplings are in agree-
ment with the relatively large distance to the spin carrying cobalt ion (;0.45 nm
for the methine and 0.56 nm for the methylene protons) and the negligible spin
density in the dx2#y2 orbital. These strong proton signals in the center are also
observed upon use of protonated pyridine (Fig. 5a, b) where the additional less
intense 1H ENDOR signals are now assigned to the pyridine ligands (Table 2).
Since large proton couplings may overlap with 14N resonances from the pyri-
dine the proton ENDOR spectra were also measured with py-15N. In these ex-
periments, a maximum proton contribution (8.8 MHz) is found in powder type
perpendicular orientations (not shown, most probably including the Co-H director).
This is in agreement with data by Däges and Hüttermann [8] and van Doorslaer
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et al. [9] who reported that the pyridine-ortho protons (positions 2 and 6) in
CoTPP-py give rise to very large couplings of 8.6 and 7.0 MHz, respectively.

Also the proton ENDOR spectra for the parallel and perpendicular orienta-
tions of CoOEP in THF plus toluene (base-on) were taken. Besides the proton
signals of the OEP again larger proton couplings for the THF protons are found,
very similar to those measured earlier in a Co(dmgh)2 complex [39]. For B ^ z,
the couplings of 2.85, 2.00, and 1.50 MHz and for B�z couplings of 2.5 and
1.4 MHz are assigned to THF. These data were analyzed by us in an earlier
publication on Co(dmgH)2 [39]. A very similar orientation of the THF molecule

Fig. 5. 1H ENDOR spectra of Co(II)OEP a, b in a 1:10 mixture of pyridine plus chloroform and c,
d in pyridine-d5 plus chloroform-d1 at T " 10 K; mw power 4 mW, rf power 60 W, 10 kHz fm with
)50 kHz deviation, 20 scans (5 s/MHz). For EPR positions I and II refer to Fig. 2. The 1H ENDOR
lines (a, b) belonging to pyridine protons are marked by asterisks; they are absent in traces c and d.
Note that at the perpendicular orientation a larger coupling belonging to the pyridine protons was

detected (not shown), see text.
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relative to the square-planar Co(II) complex to that determined earlier for THF
ligation to Co(dmgH)2, can be assumed [39] for the case of CoOEP.

3.2.2 Nitrogen ENDOR

For the investigation of the nitrogen hfc from the axially coordinated pyridine,
15N is the nucleus of choice, since it has no quadrupole moment (I(15N) " 1/2)
and, therefore, gives simpler ENDOR patterns (see Eqs. (2) and (3)). In Fig. 6,
the 15N ENDOR spectra are shown for the B0 ^ z (a) and B0�z (b) directions
(positions II and I in the EPR, see Fig. 2). According to the ENDOR resonance
condition only two lines are obtained for both field settings. For the B0�z orien-
tation, the two lines are separated by 2n (15N) " 2.88 MHz. The hfc cannot be
obtained very precisely because of the peculiar lineshapes; an approximate
value is A�(15N) " 60.0)1.0 MHz, which is in very good agreement with the
value of 60.9)1.0 MHz obtained from the simulation of the 15N ENDOR line
shapes [56] and with the approximate value deduced from EPR (60)4 MHz),
see Fig. 2b.

For the B0 ^ z region, a 15N hf splitting is not resolved in the EPR and can
only be obtained from ENDOR. Here, the two lines are separated by 2n (15N) "
2.45 MHz, and the obtained value is A^(15N) " 54.0)1.0 MHz. Desaturation of
various parts of the B0 ^ z region in the EPR (e.g., positions II and III, Fig. 2)
consistently yields the same well-resolved 15N ENDOR spectrum very similar to
that shown in Fig. 6a. From these experiments, it is concluded that the 15N hf
tensor is very close to being axially symmetric, since otherwise one would ex-
pect line shift and/or line broadening in the spectra. From the 15N hfc�s the 14N
values can be calculated by multiplication with g (14N) /g (15N) " #0.713 (g  is gy-
romagnetic ratio).

14N pyridine (I(14N) " 1) as axial ligand leads to contribution of the quadru-
pole interaction in addition to that from the anisotropic hf splitting in the nitro-

Table 2. Hyperfine data from Co(II)OEP in pyridine plus CHCl3 measured by ENDOR (in MHz).a

Nucleus Assignment | A^| | A�|

1H H (pyridine) 8.80, 1.76, 1.38 2.57
H (OEP, ethyl) 0.87 0.36
H (OEP, meso) 0.38 0.98

H (THF) 2.85, 2.00, 1.50 2.5, 1.4
15N 15N (pyridine) 54.0 60.0
14N 14N (pyridine) 38.5 42.8

a Ai (i " �, ^) are the dipolar hf tensor elements, measured in the g tensor axes system (see text);
error (1H hfc�s) )0.03�0.05 MHz, error (N hfc�s) )1.0 MHz. For a simulation of the nitrogen
ENDOR spectra see [56].
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gen ENDOR spectra (see Eq. (3)) (Fig. 6c and d). As shown by van Doorslaer
et al. [9] the measurement and analysis is very difficult. The resolution from X-
band ENDOR is probably not sufficient since overlap with proton signals is
obtained which prevents a reliable analysis of the quadrupole couplings. An
earlier simulation including the quadrupole interaction [56] must therefore be re-
considered, since the Q� value should be the largest, which is not the case in
[56]. With the gyromagnetic ratios, the 14N couplings can be calculated from the
15N hfc�s yielding A^(14N) " 38.5 MHz and A�(14N) " 42.8 MHz. The latter value
agrees with that obtained from EPR (44)4 MHz) in Fig. 2a.

Since the four pyrrole nitrogens are lying in the xy-plane of the complex that
has the upe in the dz2 orbital, only small 14N hfc�s are expected for these nuclei.
Such resonances are observed in the low-frequency region (1�7 MHz) but an
analysis of the observed resonances was not possible by our technique. Here,
the additional advantages of pulsed multifrequency techniques proved to be use-
ful [9�11], but some lines are still below the detection limit [9]. Resonances from

Fig. 6. a, b 15N ENDOR spectra of Co(II)OEP in 15N-pyridine plus chloroform (1:10), T " 7)2 K,
mw power 20 mW, rf power 100 W, 10 kHz fm with )120 kHz deviation, 10 scans each (2.5 s/
MHz); c, d 14N ENDOR spectra of Co(II)OEP with 14N pyridine plus chloroform (1:10), conditions
as for 15N, except for rf power 80 W. Note the shift in resonance position and the additional split-

ting (c) due to the quadrupole interaction. For EPR positions I, II and IV see Fig. 2.

25      27      29      31      33  (MHz) 15       17       19      21      23    (MHz)

a c

b d

B0 ^ z
position II

B0 ^ z
position II

B0�z
position I

B0�z
position IV

2n (15N)

2n (15N)

A(15N)/2

A(15N)/2
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the 59Co nucleus in Co(II)OEP could not be observed in any of our ENDOR
spectra.

3.3 ENDOR of Co(III)OEP$py$O2
#�

The EPR field positions in the cobalt superoxo state are not directly comparable
with the cobalt(II) complex, since the g tensor axes system is now referred to
the spin-carrying dioxygen ligand and no longer to the cobalt ion. Orientation
selection, therefore, yields hf tensor components along the new primed g tensor
axes system (Fig. 4c).

As mentioned above, the EPR spectrum of the oxygenated CoOEP in pyridine
plus CHCl3 is characterized by drastically reduced g and 59Co-tensor values (Fig.
4). Thereby the relaxation characteristics are also changed, resulting in reduced EPR
linewidths (;20 MHz) and less stringent saturation requirements for cw ENDOR
experiments. This makes this system a much better candidate for ENDOR spec-
troscopy than the Co(II)OEP complex. Indeed, various nuclei are indicated in
the 1 to 20 MHz ENDOR range under the same experimental conditions. One

Fig. 7. Multinuclear (1H, 15N, 59Co) ENDOR spectra of Co(III)OEP$py(15N)$O2
#� for B0�zS (EPR

position I, Fig. 4) in 15N pyridine plus chloroform; T " 10 K, mw power 20 mW, rf power 80 W,
10 kHz fm deviation a )80 kHz and b )600 kHz. The Larmor frequencies and hfc�s for a 15N, 1H
and b 59Co are indicated (see ENDOR resonance conditions Eqs. (2) and (3)), for further proton reso-

nances near n (1H) see Fig. 8.

2           6          10         14      (MHz)

a

b

B0�zS
position I

n (15N)

A(15N)/2

A(59Co)/2

n (1H)

n (59Co)
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spectrum is shown in Fig. 7a as an example, which was obtained at position I
in the EPR spectrum (Fig. 4), B0�zS. The proton resonances occur as very in-
tense lines around the Larmor frequency, n (1H) " 14.60 MHz. Their linewidths
are only 100 to 200 kHz, requiring a low field-modulation depth for resolution
()50 kHz). Their intensity is almost one order of magnitude larger than that of
the other lines in the spectrum. However, there are other types of proton reso-
nances exhibiting very broad and much less intense lines at about 13 and about
16 MHz; they belong to a different type of protons. Furthermore, a fairly sharp
(200 kHz) but weak line is detected at 3.45 MHz which is assigned to the high-
frequency 15N resonance of the axial ligand (15N pyridine). The low frequency
counterpart should occur in a distance of twice the 15N Larmor frequency, n (15N) "
1.48 MHz; i.e., at 0.49 MHz, which is outside the useful range of the ENDOR
spectrometer. Furthermore, resonances from the 59Co nucleus (natural abundance
100%) could be detected. They occur around A(59Co)/2 " 12.6 MHz and are
spread apart by twice the 59Co Larmor frequency, n (59Co) " 3.44 MHz. No qua-
drupole splitting could be resolved since these lines are quite broad (81 MHz)
obscuring additional splittings. In Fig. 7b, a spectrum is shown in which a higher
fm modulation depth ()600 kHz) was used, appropriate for optimum detection
of the 59Co ENDOR lines. In this trace the proton resonances are severely broa-
dened, and the 15N line is even split by the large modulation amplitude. A more
detailed analysis of the resonances of the various nuclei is given below.

3.3.1 1H ENDOR

The 1H ENDOR spectra of the oxygenated samples are shown in Fig. 8a�c for
the outermost field position, B0�zS. Three pairs of lines are detected. One pair
presents itself as shoulders of the inner lines. Inspection of the ENDOR spectra
at other g components in the zS, xS and yS directions shows only small changes
indicating largely isotropic proton hf interactions. Deuterated pyridine (Fig. 8b)
leads in all spectra to the disappearance of the line pair having the largest cou-
pling, which is attributed to the a protons of the pyridine. A small decrease of
this coupling is observed by going from the gyS to the gzS direction (AgyS

 " 1.17,
AgxS

 " 1.07, AgzS
 " 1.02 MHz). The remaining two inner line pairs are assigned

to the meso and ethyl(CH2) protons of the porphyrin.
In the spectral range shown in Fig. 8, the use of deuterated chloroform (Fig.

8c) affects only the intensity of the signals near the free proton frequency (ma-
trix region), indicating interaction with some weakly coupled solvent protons.
Inspection of a wider spectral range in protonated solvents, however, reveals more
proton line pairs (at least 2) centered around n (1H) with larger hfc�s, These are
indicated in Fig. 7a for the B0�zS direction. The lines are very broad and weak
in intensity and somewhat change position and amplitude for various field posi-
tions. Precise determination of these couplings is frustrated by overlapping 59Co
signals for the gxS and gyS field director; the hfc�s are collected in Table 3. All
the lines disappear completely when deuterated solvents (CDCl3/py-d5) are used.
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Table 3. Hyperfine data from Co(III)OEP$O2
#� in pyridine/CHCl3 measured by ENDOR (in MHz).a

Nucleus Assignment AxS AyS AzS Error

1H ortho-H (pyridine) 1.07 1.17  1.02 )0.03

H(OEP, ethyl) 0.6 0.52 0.6 )0.05
H(OEP, meso) 0.4 0.4 )0.05

CHCl3
b 5.6 5.0c 5.8c )0.1

4.0 3.2 3.8 )0.1
15N 15N (pyridine) 3.92 3.87 3.93 )0.05

59Co Cobalt 22 59 26d )3.0

a Ai (i " xS, yS, zS) are the hf tensor elements of the various nuclei measured in the g-tensor axis
system, see Fig. 4c. For 59Co it is concluded that values close to the principal values Az, Ax and Ay

are captured in the ENDOR spectra (see text).
b From solvent molecules surrounding the O2

#� moiety.
c These splittings occur as shoulders on the main line.
d This value is the most accurately determined one (error )1 MHz).

Fig. 8. 1H ENDOR spectra of Co(III)OEP$py$O2
#� for B0�zS (EPR position I, Fig. 4) with a pyri-

dine plus chloroform, b pyridine-d5 plus chloroform-d1, and c pyridine plus chloroform-d1; T " 10 K,
mw power 2.2 mW, rf power 50 W, 10 kHz fm deviation )40 kHz, 20 scans (5 s/MHz). The reso-

nances belonging to protons from the pyridine are marked by asterisks (a, c).

13       14       15      (MHz)

c

& n (1H)CDCl3

py-h5

a

b

CHCl3

py-h5

CDCl3

py-d5

& B0�zS
position I
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Therefore, they are assigned to protons in the surroundings of the spin-carrying
dioxygen ligand. This is supported by the fact that 1H hfc�s of comparable mag-
nitude are not observed in the parent deoxy complex. The large linewidths are
indicative of some disorder in the position of the protons. It is not clear if these
resonances belong to several protons or to specific ones forming a hydrogen bond
between the solvent (CHCl3) and the oxygen. Such large proton couplings were
also obtained in oxy hemoglobin and interpreted as stemming from hydrogen
bridges between the protein matrix and the spin-carrying oxygen [58].

3.3.2 Nitrogen ENDOR

In the EPR spectra of the oxygenated sample no nitrogen hf signals are resolved.
Thus, their magnitudes must be reduced compared with the cobalt deoxy state
and are now smaller than the EPR linewidth (^20 MHz). In Fig. 9a and c, the

Fig. 9. 15N and 14N ENDOR spectra of Co(III)OEP$py$O2
#� with 15N- and 14N-pyridine, respectively

(1:10 in chloroform), T " 7)2 K, mw power 20 mW, rf power 70 W, 10 kHz fm deviation )100 kHz,
10 scans (5 s/MHz). Traces a, b and c, d compare the 15N and 14N spectra obtained at the same

EPR field position (I and III, respectively) indicated in Fig. 4.

a c

b d

B0�zS
position I

B0�yS
position III

py-15Npy-15N

py-14Npy-14N

n (15N)

A(15N)/2

2         3         4         5  (MHz) 2         3         4         5  (MHz)

n (15N)

A(15N)/2
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15N ENDOR spectra of the oxygenated complex with 15N-pyridine as axial ligand
are shown. For all field orientations (including B0�xS, not shown) a sharp line
(linewidth ca. 200 kHz) is detected near 3.4 MHz. No other such lines are de-
tected at higher frequencies. Since this line disappears when 14N pyridine is used
as base, it is attributed to the high-frequency resonance of the 15N nucleus. The
low-frequency counterpart is expected below 1 MHz and is thus not accessible.
By use of the known 15N Larmor frequency, the 15N hfc can be obtained (see
Table 3). It shows only a very small orientation dependence; i.e., it is almost
completely isotropic.

With 14N pyridine (Fig. 9b and d) several lines are detected at lower fre-
quencies. These lines, however, turn out not to be sufficient for additional reso-
lution of the quadrupole coupling.

Fig. 10. 59Co ENDOR spectra of Co(III)OEP$py$O2
#� in chloroform for three different field posi-

tions a I, b II and c III in the EPR spectrum (see Fig. 4); T " 7)2 K, mw power 20 mW, rf power
80 W, 10 kHz fm deviation a, b )120 kHz and c )600 kHz.

25       30       35   (MHz)6             10            14        (MHz)

a

c

b

B0�zS
position I

n (59Co)
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3.3.3 59Cobalt ENDOR

Analysis of the EPR spectrum by computer simulation (Fig. 4) already yielded
information about the 59Co hf tensor (see above). Additional ENDOR experiments
offer the possibility to support the assignments, to measure the hfc�s with higher
accuracy and, together with the EPR data, allow a determination of the angle a.
Furthermore, some information about the quadrupole couplings might be expected.
59Co ENDOR lines could be detected for all three orientations marked in Fig. 4.
For directions I, II (Fig. 10a, b) the high-frequency 59Co line interferes with the
broad matrix-proton lines from the solvent (see above). All spectra show fairly
broad lines, the linewidths are approximately 1.5 MHz in Fig. 10a and b and
approximately 3.5 MHz in Fig. 10c. In the latter spectrum (B0�yS) the lines are
quite weak. In all cases the resonances appear around A(59Co)/2 in a distance of
2n (59Co) indicated in the spectra. The values obtained for the 59Co hf tensor are:
|Ax| " 59)3 MHz, |Ay| " 26)1 MHz, and |Az| " 22)3 MHz. These agree quite
well with the EPR analysis with a " 23°. We therefore consider these values to
be close to the principal tensor values (Table 4). The values are, however, not
very accurate due to the large linewidth and due to a variation depending on
the exact field position used in the spectra). The observed shoulder in Fig. 10b
could be due to quadrupolar effects. A comparison with the values given by van
Doorslaer et al. [10] for CoTPP$py$O2 (Ax " #53.0 MHz, Ay " #21.4 MHz,
Az " #22.7 MHz) show a satisfactory agreement keeping the somewhat differ-
ent molecular system in mind. The angles of the Co-O-O bond are also quite
similar (23° in our work versus 26° in [10]). Note that van Doorslaer and Schweiger
[10] are using a somewhat different axis system for their superoxo complex.

4 Discussion

The overarching goal of this study has been to obtain a better understanding of
the electronic and geometrical structure of the superoxo complex. The ligand-
based multinuclear ENDOR results are best discussed when an adequate descrip-
tion of the electronic structures for the Co(II) complex and its Co(III)$O2

#� coun-
terpart is to hand. The broad features of their electronic structures, namely the
location of the main portions of the spin density and the approximate location
of the low-lying excited states, can be deduced from their respective g and 59Co
hf tensors.

The Co(II) species is considered first; the general electronic description is
already well-understood [44] and is dealt with only briefly. The EPR and ENDOR
results are interpreted on this basis, and the fine details won from their analyses
lay the foundation for discussing the superoxo counterpart. The subsequent treat-
ment of the Co(III)$O2

#� warrants a more thorough approach to the description
of the electronic structure, because some general characteristics are still poorly
understood. Intuitively, it should be a consistent extension of that for its Co(II)
precursor, and this is the approach taken.
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4.1 Electronic Structure of Co(II)OEP$py

The molecular orbital (MO) level ordering used to interpret square-planar Co(II)
complexes is that shown on the left-hand side of Fig. 11. Only the levels rele-
vant to the EPR interpretation, namely those of mainly metal 3d-character, are
shown. The upe resides in an MO of mainly 3dz2 character and is the highest
occupied orbital of Co(II)OEP$py. Its form is more precisely given by:

|f z2ñ = ad | 3dz2ñ + as | 4sñ - a l | ligñ , (6)

where ad and as are the coefficients corresponding to the 3dz2 and 4s atomic
orbitals (AO�s) and a l is the coefficient for a delocalized ligand orbital | ligñ of
A1g symmetry under the C4v point group. Orthonormalization, assuming negligible
metal-ligand overlap, requires that a l

2 " 1 # ad
2 # a s

2. Within the limit of EPR
resolution, Co(II)OEP$py exhibits cylindrical symmetry which is consistent with
the above description.

Fig. 11. MO level scheme for Co(III)OEP$py$O2
#�. The important MO energy levels and their rela-

tionship to those of their precursors in Co(II)OEP$py and O2 on the left- and right-hand sides of
the diagram, respectively, are shown. The energy differences DE0, DE1, DEu, DEv and DEw referred to
in the text are indicated. The energy differences DE3 and DE3S referred to in the text are omitted in
this diagram, since they involve more complex excited states not representable by the promotion of
a single electron. The relationship between the xS, yS, zS axes system of the O2 moiety and the x, y,
z axes system for the Co(II)OEP$py precursor is depicted at the bottom of the figure. n, nS are the
nonbonding sp hybrids at the oxygen atom bound to cobalt, and at the terminal oxygen atom, re-

spectively.
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Since the anisotropic g shifts deviate from the free electron value (ge) by

less than 0.33, they are not excessive for a square-planar cobalt(II) complex, and
the perturbation approach proposed by McGarvey [44] is appropriate. Convenient
expressions relating the principal values of the g and 59Co hf tensors to 3d and
4s spin densities, and the energies of the low-lying doublet and quartet excited
states for the more general (C2v) case, have been described previously [53]. The
C4v case is simpler; in terms of the notation of [44]:

Dg^ + 
6

1
Dg^

2 » 6ad
2c1 + 

3

2
c3

2 , (7)

Dg� + 
12

1
Dg^

2 » 2c3
2 , (8)

A� + 
7

1
PDg^ » K + 

7

4
Pa d

2 - 
7

4
(c3 - c3S) , (9)

A^ - 
14

15
PDg^ » K - 

7

2
Pad

2 + 
7

2
(c3 - c3S) , (10)

where K is the Fermi contact interaction, comprising contributions from the metal
3d and 4s spin densities given by:

K = ad
2Kd + a s

2Ks . (11)

For the Co(II), ion Kd " #85$10#4 cm#1 [44] and Ks " !1220$10#4 cm#1 [59],
P " gebegnbnár3d

#3ñ and for the Co(II) ion has the value 220$10#4 cm#1 [60]. The
remaining coefficients are:

1
1 E

c
D

=
z

, (12)

3
3 E

c
D

=
z

, (13)

c3S
3

3

c

c

29+1
=  , (14)

in accordance with McGarvey�s definitions in [44]. The spin-orbit coupling con-
stant for Co(II), V, is 515 cm#1 [61]. DE1 is the energy of the lowest doublet
state, 2E, arising from the promotion of an electron from dxz or dyz to dz2. Simi-
larly, DE3 corresponds to the low-lying quartet state 4ES with the promotion dxz(E)
or dyz(E) to dxy(F). The doublet state 2ES complementary to 4ES is related in energy
and gives rise to the approximation in Eq. (14).
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The anisotropic EPR data of Co(II)OEP$py may be analyzed with the help

of the foregoing description to obtain the 3d and 4s spin densities (given by ad
2

and a s
2, respectively) and the 2E and 2ES excited state energies relative to the

2A1g
 ground state. These results are presented in the upper left-hand portion of

Table 4, referred to as the deoxy precursor. The values of the main parameters
(a�s and E�s) of the model reproduce the experimentally observed principal val-
ues of the g and 59Co hf tensor. This analysis indicates that 97.5% of the upe

Table 4. Simulation of the principal values of the g tensor and 59Co hf tensor (MHz) for Co(II)OEP$
py$O2

#� and B12rO2
#� and their respective deoxy precursors.

Parameters Co(II)OEP/ B12r/B12rO2
#�

Co(III)OEP$py$O2
#�

Deoxy precursor Electronic structure ad
2 0.924 0.812

parametersa as
2 0.051 0.067

DE1 xz D z2 8629 8797
yz D z2 8629 11306

DE3S xz D xy 4175 7253
yz D xy 4175 9763

Spin Hamiltonian gx 2.326 (2.326) 2.310 (2.310)
parameters: gy 2.326 (2.326) 2.190 (2.190)
calc. (expt.)b gz 2.024 (2.024) 2.004 (2.004)

Ax (Co) 25 (25) 65 (65)
Ay (Co) 25 (25) 80 (80)
Az (Co) 233 (233) 302 (302)

Superoxo species Electronic structure DEu 2096 2113
parametersc DEv 4218 4113

DEw 4250 4600
a2 0.2090 0.1752
a3 0.0483 0.0453
b2 0.2156 0.2221

Spin Hamiltonian gxS 2.001 (2.003) 2.001 (2.013)
parameters: gyS 2.086 (2.086) 2.089 (2.089)
calc. (expt.)d gzS 1.993 (1.987) 1.993 (1.993)

Ax (Co) 59 (59) 64.8 (64.8)
Ay (Co) 26 (26) 30.0 (30.0)
Az (Co) 22 (22) 18.7 (18.7)

Ground state CI (2BS) (%) 15.20 13.83
2BS admixturee DEs (

2BS) 1107 970

Spin density pa
& (O2) !0.2209 !0.1893

analysisf pb
& (O2) !0.7603 !0.7754

3dyz (Co) !3.706$10#2 !4.023$10#2

3dz2 (Co) #1.151$10#2 !1.442$10#3

4s (Co) #6.292$10#3 #5.707$10#3

S out-of-plane (lig) #6.21$10#4 #1.791$10#3

S in-plane (lig) !1.64$10#4 !1.204$10#3

a For the definitions of ad
2, as

2, DE1 and DE3S see text.
b A perfect simulation is obtained in both cases; the experimental values for B12r are taken from [33],

and the analysis appropriate for C2v symmetry is applied (see [68]).
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resides at the metal. The energy of the 2E excited state, which is known experi-
mentally to be sensitive to the axial field [44, 59], provides a good indicator
for the interaction of the complex with the base. The 4ES state provides signifi-
cant contributions to the spin Hamiltonian parameters and is lower in energy than
2E. It is, however, less sensitive to the axial ligand field. This information may
now be used to elaborate on three aspects of the EPR/ENDOR data of the Co(II)
complexes: base-on and -off effects, ligand 14N, 15N ENDOR and 1H, 2H ENDOR.

4.1.1 Base-on and -off Effects

Table 1 provides an overview of the various base-on and base-off effects. In the
base-off extreme, represented by Co(II)OEP in a Ni(II.OEP host, very large g
shift anisotropies occur and, as a result, also a large 59Co hf anisotropy. This is
consistent with a much lower 2E energy as a result of the negligible axial field.
A concomitant effect is a smaller 4s admixture in the ground-state wavefunction.
(The largely self-cancelling effect of the oppositely signed Kd and Ks is relaxed,
thereby causing the observed magnitude of the isotropic part of the 59Co hfc to
markedly increase). Species 1 in THF shows analogous behavior to the NiOEP
host, consistent with the base-off description. Quantitative analyses of such cases
require more rigorous treatments than the perturbation approach in the foregoing
section. Co(II)OEP as species 2 in THF, in MeOH plus CHCl3 and in py plus
CHCl3 form a series of progressively stronger axial crystal field strengths. As
already discussed, the py plus CHCl3 sample is best described as having a single
pyridine molecule axially ligated to the Co(II)OEP.&  The ENDOR results are dis-
cussed on this basis.

c For definitions of DEu, DEv, DEw and a2, a3, b2, see text. For Co(III)OEP$py$O2
#� DE0 " 19175 cm#1

(see text) and the geometric paramters used were R(Co-O1) " 0.19 nm, R(O1-O2) " 0.13 nm and
Co-O1-O2 " 113°. For B12rO2

#� DE0 " 24763 cm#1 (derived from the 3dyz value for DE3S of the
deoxy precursor). The geometrical parameters are R(Co-O1) " 0.19 nm, R(O1-O2) " 0.127 nm and
Co-O1-O2 " 111°.

d The low-temperature experimental values for B12rO2
#� are taken from [33]. The experimental gxS value

could not be faithfully reproduced by the model. Very small admixtures of other 3d AO�s in the 1a
MO (3dx2#y2 and 3dxz also transform according to the A irreducible representation) could account
for this deviation. Note that for the Co hf tensor an angle of a " 0° was assumed for simplicity in
these calculations (see text).

e For both cases, a very significant (ca. 15%) admixture of the 2BS state in the ground state wave-
function is estimated. This state is predicted to lie ca. 1000 cm#1 (given by DEs, see text) above
the ground state.

f In both cases, the analysis shows that an almost unit positive spin density resides in the oxygen
moiety; the largest metal AO spin density resides in 3dyz. The sum of the in-plane nitrogen (sp²
hybrids) densities is positive and less than the magnitude of the out-of-plane (nitrogen and oxygen
sp2 hybrids) sum of spin densities. The total spin density for both the Co(III)OEP$py$O2

#� and
B12rO2

#� is calculated to be !1.000, as would be expected.

& In spite of the strong axial field provided by pyridine the complex is only five-coordinated, probably
because the Co(II) is pulled out of the plane of the porphyrin ligand, sterically precluding stable sixth
ligand coordination. However, oxygenation is no problem since the O2 molecule is very small.
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4.1.2 Ligand Nitrogen ENDOR

As stated in Sect. 3.2.2, the only easily identifiable nitrogen nucleus is that in
the pyridine ligand. The nitrogen ENDOR results allow a direct discussion of
the spin-density distribution in the AO�s of the axially-located nitrogen atom. The
hf principal values of 15N reveal a dominant isotropic component (#56.0 MHz)
and a small anisotropic part: !2.0, !2.0, #4.0 MHz for the x, y, z components,
respectively. The discussion will therefore focus on the largest unique compo-
nent (z) and assume an approximately axial character.

The major contribution to the isotropic component will arise from a positive
spin density in the nitrogen 2s AO (r2s), being a component of the pyridine lone
pair orbital which overlaps directly with the cobalt 3dz2 AO. The negative sign
of the isotropic hfs is inferred on this basis. The isotropic splitting from a unit
2s density for 14N has been estimated [62], and the corresponding value for 15N
may be deduced with the ratio of their respective nuclear moments. The experi-
mental isotropic component corresponds to r2s " 0.026. The anisotropy arises
mainly from the dipolar interaction of the density in the nitrogen 2pz AO (r2p)
with the nuclear moment, with a significant additional contribution from the al-
most unit density centered at the cobalt atom. This latter contribution provides
approximately !1, !1, #2 MHz (x, y, z) for an estimated Co-N bond length of
0.2 nm. The remainder, which is dependent on r2p, corresponds to a value for
r2p " 0.018. The ratio r2s/r2p " 1.44 is in contradiction to that expected (0.5)
for an sp2 hybridized lone pair, and may be contrasted to the axial Co-N situa-
tion found in vitamin B12r [33], where a value of 0.63 is determined. (These au-
thors neglect to mention whether a correction for the cobalt spin-density contri-
bution was included). The total density at the nitrogen (!0.044) is not inconsis-
tent with a total of !0.975 for the AO�s of the cobalt atom, since several small
positive and negative spin densities are also expected at other ligand locations.

The hf principal values derived from the 14N ENDOR data are consistent with
the 15N results. As pointed out above, no reliable 14N quadrupole couplings could
be deduced for CoOEP$py. For the system CoTPP$py Däges and Hüttermann
[8] and van Doorslaer et al. [9] reported values that show the right ordering and
are in approximate agreement with theoretical predictions [63, 64]. The analysis
shows that the largest (negative) quadrupole tensor component lies along the Co-
N(py) bond and that the asymmetry parameter is h < 0.3. The earlier estimate
for these values deduced from the 14N ENDOR spectra [51, 56] of !1.4, #0.5,
#0.9 (x, y, z) is obviously not correct. This was probably caused by an errone-
ous assignment of the 14N ENDOR lines.

4.1.3 Ligand Proton ENDOR

The hfs data of the three groups of protons identified have been summarized in
Table 2. They display very small isotropic and anisotropic couplings, whose
magnitudes decrease with increasing distance of the observed proton from the
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metal, i.e., ortho-(py) ` meso(OEP) ` ethyl(OEP). Our previous EPR/ENDOR
powder study [39] on axially ligated Co(II)dmgH2 complexes has shown that the
anisotropy is almost exclusively determined by the dipolar interaction between
the bulk spin density at the cobalt atom and the distant proton. Not only could
the spatial location of the protons in the axes system of the g tensor be deter-
mined, but also coupling constant sign ambiguities could be usefully resolved.

The geometrical parameters of the pyridine ortho-protons are consistent with
the pyridine molecule being axially bound, such that its plane is perpendicular
to the xy-plane. The two planes intersect in a line estimated to lie 22° from one of
the in-plane axes. The isotropic hfc corresponds to r1s " !6$10#4, and may arise
through polarization of the intermediate s framework by unpaired spin density in
the nitrogen lone pair orbital, or spin-orbit admixture of 3dxz, weakly overlapping
directly with the ortho-hydrogen 1s orbital. Spin-orbit admixture of 3dyz back-bon-
ding to the pyridine p& system, followed by polarization of the C-H bond seems
unlikely since this would produce a negative spin density at the hydrogen nucleus.

The same general comments can be advanced for both the meso- and ethyl-
protons on the OEP frame. Their spatial locations are consistent with the ac-
cepted OEP geometry. The small negative isotropic hfc for the meso-protons
suggests that a polarization mechanism is responsible for its occurrence. One such
mechanism could occur, if the cobalt atom lies slightly above the plane of the
OEP, as expected. The strict orthogonality between 3dz2 and the p orbitals of
the OEP would then be lost, thereby allowing a leakage of positive spin density
into these delocalized MO�s, and ultimately causing a negative density in the meso-
H 1s AO by polarization of the C-H s-bond. This, however, is not the only route
by which negative spin density at the meso-proton can be produced.

4.2 The Electronic Structure of Co(III)OEP$py$O2
#�

The EPR parameters of the oxygen adduct are similar to those found for a large
range of cobalt superoxo complexes [31]. Their dependence on the Co(III)$O2

#�

electronic structure may be discussed in terms of the anticipated ordering of MO
levels shown in the center of Fig. 11 and two axis systems: that of the parent
square planar cobalt(II) complex (x, y, z) and that of the O2 moiety (xS, yS, zS).

The O2 zS-axis and the Co(II) y-axis are collinear and define the normal to
the single plane of reflection (xSyS) characterizing the Cs point group symmetry
of the Co(III)$O2

#� complex. The MO�s are distinguished according to their trans-
formation behavior; the three most relevant orbitals [29] are labeled 1a, 2a (trans-
forming as the A irreducible representation) and 1b (transforming as AS).

Two principal models have been put forward to explain the EPR parameters
of Co(III)$O2

#� complexes. The �spin-pairing� model introduced by Tovrog et al.
[29] proposes that the anisotropic 59Co hfs arises from spin-polarization in the
cobalt 3dz2 and 4s components of the 1a MO. The �p-back-bonding� model of
Hoffman et al. [30] maintains that admixture of cobalt 3dyz in the 1b MO pro-
vides a direct mechanism. Smith and Pilbrow [31] have sought to include both
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mechanisms in their treatment. All these treatments suffer from a number of short-
comings. Firstly, whilst the anisotropic 59Co hfs may be well understood, the iso-
tropic part cannot be consistently accounted for. Secondly, no serious attempt has
thus far been made to quantitatively explain the principal values of the g tensor.
Finally, in the treatment by Smith and Pilbrow [31] there is the unfortunate situ-
ation that the number of parameters required by the model exceeds the number
of experimental quantities available to determine them.

To circumvent the first of these difficulties, we have already described a
successful alternative [53] embodying a more rigorous assessment of the 3dz2 and
4s polarization. This approach is now elaborated upon, with a view to tackling
the two remaining difficulties. To deal with the quantitative assessment of the
various contributions, some remarks regarding the electronic structure modifica-
tion in going from the Co(II) to Co(III)$O2

#� must be made. The relative place-
ments of the levels in the schemes shown in Fig. 11 are derived on the basis of
doublet excitations relative to their respective ground-state configurations. Thus,
for example, in the Co(II)OEP$py complex, the 2ES excitation (3dxz , 3dyz D 3dxy)
is estimated at 15000 cm#1 [44] above the corresponding 4ES excitation at ca.
19000 cm#1. The mainly 3dx2#y2 MO is expected to lie below the 3dxz , 3dyz; were
sixfold coordination to be completed, the 3dxz , 3dyz and 3dx2#y2 orbitals would
attain a more degenerate disposition.

We assume at the outset that this is the case in the dioxygen adduct and,
since there are no in-plane coordination changes, the coarse 3dx2#y2 , 3dxz, 3dyz to
3dxy separation is the same as that for the 3dxz, 3dyz to 3dxy separation (defined
as DE0) estimated for the deoxy precursor. The placement of the three relevant
MO�s: 1a, 1b and 2a within these limits may be characterized by parameters DEu ,
DEv and DEw. They correspond to doublet excited states having the configura-
tions (1a)1(1b)2, (1a)2(2a)1, and (1a)2(3dxy)

1, respectively. The energies of higher
excited states arising from (3dx2#y2)1(1a)2(1b)2, (3dxy)

1(1a)2(1b)2 and (3dxz)
1(1a)2(1b)2

configurations may be coarsely estimated from the foregoing to assess the less
important spin-orbit contributions to the g and 59Co hf tensors. The 1a, 1b and
2a MO�s require a more precise description; under the assumption of Cs sym-
metry their important components are:

| 2a ñ = g1 | fz2ñ - g2 | pa
&ñ , (15)

| 1b ñ = b1 | pb
&ñ - b2 | 3dyzñ , (16)

| 1añ = a1 | pa
&ñ + a2 | fz2ñ + a3| fsñ . (17)

The major components of the 1a and 1b MO�s, pa
& and pb

& respectively, are
the antibonding p MO�s of an unperturbed oxygen molecule. The major compo-
nent of the 2a MO is fz2 which takes the same metal and ligand orbital compo-
sition as the MO of mainly 3dz2 character determined for the deoxy precursor.
fs is assumed to take a composition which complements that of fz2. The func-
tion becomes:
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| fsñ = ad | 4s ñ - as | 3dz2ñ - al | ligSñ . (18)

The coefficients are related to those of fz2. The ligand component, denoted
by | ligSñ, has a different character than | lig ñ, but for a first approximation is
assigned the same coefficient. The | lig ñ and | ligSñ are assumed to be group or-
bitals comprising the six lone pair hybrid atomic orbitals directed towards co-
balt from the five nitrogen atoms and single oxygen atom attaching the in-plane
and and out-of-plane ligands. Their approximate composition is assumed to be
governed by the principle of maximum overlap with 3dz2 and 4s, respectively,
i.e., | lig ñ " (1/ 3 )(s1 ! s2) # (1/ 12 )(s3 ! s4 ! s5 ! s6) and | ligSñ " (1/ 6 )%
(s1 ! s2) ! (1/ 6 )(s3 ! s4 ! s5 ! s6), where s1, s2 come from the out-of-plane
ligands, and s3, s4, s5 and s6 from the in-plane ligands. This rather crude ap-
proximation serves to maintain orthonormality of fz2 and fs, and is necessary
for making a coarse estimate of the hf characteristics of the pyridine nitrogen
nucleus at a later stage. Approximate orthonormalization determines the domi-
nant coefficients a1, b1, g1, and the coefficient g2 in terms of a2, a3 and b2.

The obvious near-degeneracy of the 1a and 1b oxygen-based MO�s and their
close location to the 2a metal-based MO already provides a situation where the
ground state may not be well described in terms of a single determinant wave-
function. 17O-substitution experiments on B12rO2

#� [33] determined a significant
spin density in the oxygen AO�s of the same symmetry as the 1a MO in our
notation and supports this case. Such a characteristic will markedly affect the
59Co hf contributions. We, therefore, adopt the simplest description of the ground
state to accommodate this additional possibility.

In the three-orbital scheme with Cs symmetry, configuration interaction (CI)
arguments [65] show that the ground state

| 2B ñ = || 1a a1 1b || (19)

is perturbed by just two singly-excited doublet configurations and only one of
these:

| 2B Sñ = 
6

2
|| 1a b1 2a ||  - 

6

1
|| 1a 1b a2 ||  - 

6

1
|| a1 1b 2a || , (20)

leads to spin polarization. The zero-order energy of this state, relative to 2B, may
be related to DEu and DEv [53, 65], the corresponding energies of the simpler
doublet excitations, 1a D 1b and 1b D 2a, respectively:

DEs = DEu + DEv + J1a1b + J1b2a - J1b1b - J1a2a - 
2

1
K1a1b - 

2

1
K1b2a , (21)

where, for example, J1a1b and K1a1b, respectively, represent the Coulomb and ex-
change integrals between electrons in the 1a and 1b MO�s. Interaction of the
states under the many-electron Hamiltonian [66] is given by
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á 2B |H | 2BSñ = -
2

3
á1a(1)1b(2) | er-1 

12 |1b(1)2a(2) ñ

= 
2

3
a1g2b1

2K(pa
&pb

&) . (22)

The standard procedures applied in MO calculations [67] may be used to es-
timate the various Coulomb and exchange integrals as functions of MO coeffi-
cients and Co-O-O geometry. With this information, an improved ground-state
wavefunction

Y2B =  ²1 l- | 2Bñ + l | 2BSñ (23)

may be estimated.
Clearly, admixture of the low-lying 2BS state introduces nonvanishing spin

density in the oxygen pa
& orbital, the metal 3dz2 and 4s AO�s and both the por-

phyrin in-plane (ip) and the pyridine out-of-plane (op) nitrogen lone pair orbi-
tals. In addition, the spin densities in the pb

& orbital and 3dyz AO are no longer
given by their respective squared coefficients. The expressions for all these spin
densities become:

r(pa
&) = -

3

8
l ²1 l- a1g2 + 

3

2
l2(a1

2 + g2
2) , (24)

r(pb
&) =  ÷

ø
ö

ç
è
æ - 2

3

4
1 l b1

2 , (25)

r(3dyz) =  ÷
ø
ö

ç
è
æ - 2

3

4
1 l b2

2 , (26)

r(3dz2) = 
3

8
l ²1 l- g1ad(a2ad  - a3as)

+ 
3

2
l2{g1

2ad
2 + (a2ad  - a3as)

2} , (27)

r(4s) = 
3

8
l ²1 l- g1as(a2as + a3ad)

+ 
3

2
l2{g1

2as
2 + (a2as + a3ad)

2} , (28)

rop » a l
2

î
í
ì

27

8
l ²1 l- g1(2a2 +  2 a3)

+ 
9

2
l2[2g1

2 + 2a2
2 + a3

2 +  2 a2a3]
þ
ý
ü

, (29)
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r ip » a l
2

î
í
ì

27

8
l ²1 l- g1(a2 -  2 a3)

+ 
9

2
l2(g1

2 + a2
2 + 2a3

2 -  2 a2a3)
þ
ý
ü

.  (30)

The expression for the in-plane (OEP) spin density represents the sum for
all nitrogen atoms.

Taking account of the definitions of the various coefficients (Eqs. (15)�(17))
and their expected relative magnitudes, the sign of the admixture coefficient, l,
is predicted to be negative. This further implies a positive spin density in the
oxygen p& orbital and the 3dyz orbital. In the other orbitals the sign of the spin
densities depends on the relative magnitudes of the various contributions. The
sum of the spin densities given by Eqs. (24)�(30) is exactly unity.

For a given Co-O-O geometry, the ground state is determined by six para-
meters: DEu , DEv , DEw, a2, a3, and b2. The various individual contributions to
the g tensor and the 59Co hf tensor are analyzed in detail in Appendix. A com-
puter program was written to calculate the principal values of these tensors for
different trial values of the six foregoing parameters; the deoxy precursor data
and the Co-O-O geometry were held constant. The parameter values required to
get the best overall fit to the experimental data are presented in the bottom half
of Table 4 in the superoxo complex section. For comparison purposes, and to
demonstrate the wider application of this approach to other superoxo Co(III)$O2

#�

complexes, a complementary analysis with data for vitamin B12r [68] and vita-
min B12rO2

#� [33] are presented on the right-hand side of Table 4.
The foregoing reasoning regarding the relevant components of the MO�s and

the energetic placement of the important levels allows the model to reproduce
the six observables (the principal values of the g and 59Co hf tensors) for rea-
sonable values of the six unknown parameters. With the aid of Eqs. (24)�(30),
these parameters can be used to reconstruct the main spin distribution between
the metal and the oxygen fragments. These values are presented at the bottom
of Table 4. This analysis shows that the bulk of the spin density is removed to
the oxygen fragment with positive densities in both the pa

& and pb
& orbitals. The

largest spin density at the metal resides in the 3dyz AO; it is positive and is only
5% of the total oxygen spin density. Negative spin densities of smaller magni-
tudes reside in the 3dz2 and 4s AO�s.

Although 17O experiments were beyond the scope of this work, the study by
Jörin et al. [33], used as the second example for our analysis (see Table 4), re-
ported the determination of the 17O hf tensors for both oxygen atoms. For B12rO2

#�

we also estimate a positive spin density for both the pa
& and pb

& oxygen orbitals.
This disagrees with their conclusion that the sign of the spin density in pa

& is
negative; their analysis yielded a ratio of the spin density magnitudes, |ra| /|rb| "
0.25. Their conclusion, however, is dependent on the assumption that the mea-
sured 17O hf component along our zS-axis is positive. The alternative sign choice
yields a ratio of 0.32)0.10, which would not be in conflict with the result of
0.25, predicted by our model.
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4.2.1 Ligand Nitrogen ENDOR

As discussed in Sect. 3.3.2, the hf and nuclear quadrupole tensors for 14N could
not be determined accurately. The 15N results, however, yielded details of the hf
tensor. Equation (29) shows that the spin density resident in the nitrogen lone-
pair orbital is proportional to al

2 and, therefore, proportional to that of the Co(II)
precursor. The reduction factor relating these two cases is estimated from the
model to be ca. 4$10#2. This directly predicts an isotropic hfs of ca. 2.2 MHz
with anisotropic variations of 70.2 MHz. This is in reasonable agreement with
the experimental value of Aiso " 3.6 MHz and the almost isotropic behavior of
the spectrum.

4.2.2 Ligand Proton ENDOR

Only the hfc�s of the ortho- and meta-protons on pyridine are clearly determined
by ENDOR. The isotropic component is reduced by about 25% compared with
the Co(II) precursor, indicating that spin density invades the pyridine C-H bonds
to roughly the same small extent in both species. Further, it would seem that
the route does not involve the pyridine nitrogen lone-pair orbital whose marked
reduction in spin density in the Co(III)$O2

#� has already been discussed. In con-
trast, the anisotropic components experience a more marked reduction to about
50% of their former value. This is consistent with the bulk of the spin density
being located further away at the oxygen moiety. An estimate of the reduction
on the basis of the spin-density distribution provided by the model yields 40%
of the Co(II) values, in fair agreement with that observed.

5 Conclusions

In this work we have measured the hf interaction parameters of the title com-
pounds, without having recourse to single-crystal dilution in diamagnetic matrix.
We have detected 59Co, 14N, 15N and 1H nuclei and their hf data by ENDOR.
The direct comparison with the superoxo form allows a detailed analysis of spin
density distribution, the relative energies of the MO�s and MO coefficients, and
we can draw very precise conclusions on the structural/geometrical alignment.
This knowledge would also allow understanding of the function of oxygen acti-
vation both in natural and artificial systems and could be used to regulate cata-
lytic processes [25, 69].

Appendix

The leading contributions to the g tensor, in the axis system of the oxygen
molecule (xS, yS, zS), and the 59Co hf tensor, in the axis system of Co(II)OEP-
py (x, y, z), are derived as follows.
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The g tensor. The principal values of the g tensor may be best assessed by

regarding the Co(III)OEP$py$O2
#� complex as a perturbed superoxide ion (O2

#�) in
which the pa

&, pb
& degeneracy is removed. The anisotropic g shifts (Dgi " gi # ge;

i " xS, yS, zS) primarily reflect the energetic disposition of spin-orbit coupled le-
vels with respect to the pa

& orbital. For example, the major part of the largest
shift, DgyS, is inversely proportional to the | 1a ñ, | 1b ñ separation. For DgxS, spin-
orbit coupling between pb

& and the s&, n, nS MO�s of the O2 leads to contribu-
tions of the respective opposite signs. Indeed, O2

#� occluded in various zeolite
matrices [70] and in a freely solvated form [29] show that gxS À 2.00, indicating
a rather complete cancellation. For DgzS, no significant contributions are expected
(since LzS| 2pzSñ " 0), and this situation is also observed.

In the Co(III)OEP$py$O2
#� complex, the foregoing coarse assessment will be

modified as a result (a) of the new multi-configuration nature of the ground state
and (b) the involvement of metal orbitals. The contributions may be outlined as
follows:

2B state, O2 contributions:

d xS = 0 , (A1)

d yS = (1 - l²)b1
2z (O2)

þ
ý
ü

î
í
ì

D
-

D v

2
2

u

2
1

EE

d g
, (A2)

d zS = 0 , (A3)

where z (O2) is the spin-orbit coupling constant for oxygen.
2B state, Co contributions:

d x = (1 - l²) (-6h3 + 2h4) , (A4)

d y = (1 - l²) (-2h1) , (A5)

d z = (1 - l²)(2h2) . (A6)

For the B2 state, the coefficients h1...h4 are defined by analogy to McGarvey�s
treatment of a (dyz)

1 ground state [44]. They include the factor (1 - l²)b2
2 for h1,

h2 and h4, and the factor (1 - l²)b2
2g1

2ad
2 for h3. Note that the signs of the h3

terms are reversed, since the 2a MO with mainly 3dz2 character is now unoccu-
pied in this 2B state. Thus, h1...h4 can be estimated in terms of the MO coeffi-
cients and energy separation parameters.

Contributions from the admixed B2S state are neglected. Examination of the
leading terms shows that these are less significant, either by virtue of l² ? 1,
or because the relevant energy denominators become too large. The latter can
only be coarsely estimated; no experimental data for the excited states involved
exists. The metal orbital contributions may now be re-expressed in the O2 axis
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system according to the orbital angular momentum transformation dependence,
but neglecting gauge differences. The tensor elements become:

gxSxS = ge + dxsin²a + dzcos²a , (A7)

gySyS = ge + dyS + dx cos²a + dzsin²a , (A8)

gzSzS = ge + dy , (A9)

gxSyS = (dx  - dz) cosa sina ,     gxSzS = gySzS = 0 . (A10)

The 59Co hf tensor. There are three important contributions to the 59Co hf
tensor, namely: (i) direct contributions arising from 3dyz admixtures in | 1bñ; (ii)
polarization resulting from CI with the 2BS excited state, and (iii) pure dipolar
contributions from localized bulk spin density on O2.

Contributions to the tensor will be derived in the metal x, y, z axis system.
Off-diagonal elements are zero for mechanisms (i) and (ii) and insignificantly
small for (iii); therefore, only diagonal elements will be considered.

(i) Direct 3dyz contributions. With appropriate modification, we draw on the
expressions of McGarvey [44] for a (dyz)

1 ground state, neglecting quartet ex-
cited states and terms higher than first order.
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The same remarks concerning h1...h4 are valid as for the g-tensor expres-
sions. r (3dyz) is given by Eq. (26).

(ii) Polarization contributions via 2B2S. Admixture of the low-lying 2BS intro-
duces non-vanishing 3dz2 and 4s spin densities in the ground state. The expres-
sions for r (3dz2) and r (4s) are given by Eqs. (27) and (28) in the text.
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where here only the dipolar contributions are included. Nuclear spin-orbit con-
tributions are neglected for the same reasons as given in the g tensor discus-
sion.

(iii) Dipolar contribution from O2 spin density. The effect of bulk spin den-
sity ri located at each oxygen atom Oi (i " 1, 2) with polar coordinates (ri , qi ,
fi) in the Co(II) axis system, is as follows. Spin density at O1, which is as-
sumed to lie on the Co(II) z-axis, yields only non-zero contributions to elements
of the 59Co hf tensor which are diagonal in the Co(II) axis system. These are:
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r
, (A17)

yy: -gebegn bn r1 3
1

1

r
, (A18)

zz: 2gebegn bn r1 3
1

1

r
. (A19)

For O2, which is assumed to lie in the metal xz-plane (i.e., q2 ¬ 0, f2 " 0),
the corresponding contributions are:

xx: gebegn bn r2 3
2

2
2 1sin3

r

-q
, (A20)

yy: gebegn bn r2 3
2

1

r
- , (A21)

zz: gebegn bn r2 3
2

2
2 1cos3

r

-q
, (A22)

and an additional non-zero off-diagonal contribution:

xz: gebegn bn r2 3
2

22 sincos3

r

qq
- . (A23)

For a typical geometry: Co-O1�z, Co-O1-O2 in the xz-plane with rCoO1
 " 1.9 Å,

rO1O2
 " 1.3 Å, Co-O1-O2 " 113° the following coordinates are estimated: r1 "

1.9 Å, q1 " 0 and r2 " 2.69 Å, q2 " 26.4°. Further, the fraction of spin density
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on the O2 moiety located at the oxygen atom bound to cobalt has been estimated
in other studies [33] to be 47%.

The xz component arising from spin density at O2 is the only nonzero off-
diagonal contribution to the Co59 hfs. It is much smaller than the difference
between the relevant pair of final diagonal elements (xx and zz), and can rea-
sonably be neglected. This means that the principal axes of the Co59 hfs tensor
in the Co(III)$O2

#� complex are very nearly those of the Co(II) precursor.
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